VICTORBILT DOOR HANDBLING GUIDE

EXTERIOR SINGLE DOOR

OUTSIDE

INSIDE

OUR STANDARD

LEFT HAND INSWING

RIGHT HAND INSWING

COMMERCIAL STANDARD

LEFT HAND INSWING

RIGHT HAND INSWING

OUR STANDARD

LEFT HAND OUTSWING

RIGHT HAND OUTSWING

COMMERCIAL STANDARD

RIGHT HAND REVERSE

LEFT HAND REVERSE

(864) 242-6571
(864) 242-0433 fax
www.victorbilt.com
info@victorbilt.com
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EXTERIOR DOUBLE DOOR

OUTSIDE

INSIDE

OUR STANDARD
LEFT HAND INSWING
RIGHT HAND INSWING

COMMERCIAL STANDARD
LEFT HAND INSWING
RIGHT HAND INSWING

OUR STANDARD
LEFT HAND ACTIVE OUTSWING
RIGHT HAND ACTIVE OUTSWING

COMMERCIAL STANDARD
RIGHT HAND REVERSE
LEFT HAND REVERSE
VictorBilt Door Handing Guide

Patio Door—End Hinged

Outside

Inside

Left Hand
End Hinged Inswing

Right Hand
End Hinged Inswing

Left Hand
End Hinged Outswing

Right Hand
End Hinged Outswing
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PATIO DOOR—CENTER HINGED

CHPD

OUTSIDE

INSIDE

LEFT HAND
CENTER HINGED INSWING

RIGHT HAND
CENTER HINGED INSWING

---

LEFT HAND
CENTER HINGED OUTSWING

RIGHT HAND
CENTER HINGED OUTSWING

(864) 242-6571
(864) 242-0433 fax
www.victorbilt.com
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**Fixed Doors**

**Outside**

**Inside**

**Fixed Inswing**

**Fixed-Fixed Inswing Double**

*Standard is T-Astragal (non operable) between doors*

**Fixed Outswing**

**Fixed-Fixed Outswing Double**

*Standard is T-Astragal (non operable) between doors*

**Fixed-Fixed Inswing Patio**

*Standard is Fat Boy Mull Post between doors—also as standard the mull posts species matches the jambs, so if you want a stain grade mull post and paint grade jambs you must specify that.*

**Fixed-Fixed Outswing Patio**

*Standard is Fat Boy Mull Post between doors—also as standard the mull posts species matches the jambs, so if you want a stain grade mull post and paint grade jambs you must specify that.*
INTERIOR SINGLE DOOR

RIGHT HAND

LEFT HAND
INTERIOR DOUBLE DOOR

OUR STANDARD
TFNB—TIGHT FIT NO BORE
WITH BALL CATCHES

OUR STANDARD
LEFT HAND DOUBLE	RIGHT HAND DOUBLE
Must specify if astragal to have 0, 1, or 2 flush bolts
Must specify if door to have no, single or double bore, and as standard, astragal will match with strike bore(s)
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INTERIOR LOUVER DOOR

RIGHT HAND
LOUVERS DOWN
ON HINGE PIN SIDE

LEFT HAND
LOUVERS DOWN
ON HINGE PIN SIDE

RIGHT HAND
LOUVERS UP
ON HINGE PIN SIDE

LEFT HAND
LOUVERS UP
ON HINGE PIN SIDE

(864) 242-6571
(864) 242-0433 fax
www.victorbilt.com
info@victorbilt.com